Meet the Best Mining Machine in the World

The list of special features and technical capacity of the mechanical scaler SBU 8000 is abundantly long.

The simple summary is that it all combines to the highest utilization level on the market and is the reason why SBU 8000 has been appointed the world’s best mining machine of its kind.

It is also the reason why it since many years is the preferred choice of an entire industry.

As it turns out, this is no coincidence. The roots of SBU 8000 can be traced more than 60 years back. During the mid 1990-ties, decades of inherited knowledge from the mining industry in the north of Sweden resulted in the first ever serial produced machine from its core designed for mechanical scaling, the SBU 800.

It became an instant success that raised the level of both security and productivity in underground mines throughout the world.

SBU 8000 is the second generation. Only now even further improved. Only now so much more ahead of competition.